Problem Statement
The arguments about the past and future of the university that have flared up in German academic circles over the past twenty years has led to a revision of several entrenched views in the history of universities and higher education. One of these is the "Humboldt model" or "classical model" of a university. According to its advocates, in the early nineteenth century, Wilhelm von Humboldt (1767-1835) developed a new model of education that combined study and independent research. He introduced the model at Berlin University, which he founded in 1810, thus making it a model of higher education institutions the whole world tried to emulate.
Thanks to the efforts of such historians as Rüdiger vom Bruch, John Connelly, Dieter Langewiesche, Peter Lundgren, Sylvia Paletschek, Mitchell Ash, Konrad Jarausch, and others, it can now be safely said that this model is no more than a myth, or rather the Humboldt myth (Mythos Humboldt), as proposed by Mitchell Ash. 3 He and his colleagues have managed to prove that the "Humboldt model" contained almost nothing new and that it was not fully implemented at any university, including Berlin. What is more, Humboldt never claimed authorship of the model-he simply gathered and generalized several ideas expressed earlier by his predecessors. Further, Berlin University was not the brainchild of Humboldt alone: talk about opening a university in the Prussian capital had been going on since the late eighteenth century and many officials and thinkers, including Johann
Gottlieb Fichte (1762 Fichte ( -1814 and Friedrich Daniel Ernst Schleiermacher (1768-1834), were involved in founding it. 4 Humboldt managed to join them only in the early 1809 after completing his diplomatic assignment in Rome. For the next sixteen months, he headed up the Section of Culture and Public Education (Sektion des Kultus und öffentlichen Unterrichts) at the Prussian Ministry of the Interior (Ministerium des Innern).
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Even after historians have debunked the Humboldt myth, we still have scant information on how and when the myth was constructed. The historiography on the subject has repeatedly suggested that its roots go back to the centenary celebrations of Berlin University, which were marked with much pomp and circumstance in the German capital in 1910. In this article, I will try to explain that the main arguments in favor of this claim are not backed up by sources and that, in reality, the process of creating the Humboldt myth was more complicated and contradictory. In the first part of the article, I will consider the jubilee celebrations of 1910 to prove that they had no impact on the emergence of the Humboldt myth. In the second part, I will analyze the works of German philosophers and educators of the early twentieth century, including the Festschrifts timed for the centenary, to demonstrate that the myth began to take shape several years earlier under the impact of another event. My conclusions seek to clarify the origins of the Humboldt myth and give a better insight into the history of Berlin University and indeed German intellectual culture as a whole.
Humboldt and the Centenary of Berlin University
One of the strongest arguments against the traditional view of the "Humboldt model" is that the idea of a research university as an ideal to be aspired existed in the minds of the German academic community throughout the nineteenth century. But nobody linked the idea with Humboldt until the 1900s. The conclusion suggests itself: the Humboldt myth did not arise out of nothing, but rather as a result of the fusion of an earlier popular legend about the research university and new information about Humboldt, who later became the main hero of the legend.
Practically the same conclusion was drawn by Sylvia Paletschek in 2001, when she proposed her own version of the origin of the myth. In her opinion, the image of Humboldt as the creator of a new university model originated during the centenary celebrations of Berlin University in the writings of philosopher and pedagogue Eduard Spranger (1882 Spranger ( -1963 and the speeches made in honour of the jubilee, whose authors took the opportunity to talk up the past of German science. 6 Paletschek assumed that the university centenary, which had an impressive arsenal of commemora-5 Humboldt worked as the head of the Section from February 20, 1809 until June 23, 1810, before yielding his post to his opponent Kaspar Friedrich von Schuckmann (1755 Schuckmann ( -1834 . From 1817, the educational and cultural policy in the Kingdom of Prussia was supervised by a new agency, the Ministry of Religious, Educational and Medical Affairs (Ministerium der geistlichen, Unterrichts-und Medizinalangelegenheiten) . 6 Paletschek, "'Humboldtsches Modell'," 100-1; idem, "Erfindung, 191. tive practices, is often used to construct eye-catching images that strengthen corporate identity. To verify the validity of her theory, I will consider the sources identified by Paletschek to find in them the origins of the Humboldt myth. I will start with the speeches before passing on to Festschrifts, but first I will permit myself some introductory remarks on the centenary celebrations of Berlin University, which have never before been the subject of special research. Gebhardt, vol. 1 (Berlin: Behr's, 1903) , 250-60. 9 Paletschek, "Erfindung, Adolf von Harnack (1951 Harnack ( -1930 The preparations for the jubilee took a total of nine years. The ceremonies were arranged in the capital of the German Empire on October 10-12 and involved thousands of people, including students, professors, members of the university administration, government officials, citizens, tourists, and representatives of foreign delegations from universities in Europe, Asia and the United States. 13 The presence of Emperor Wilhelm II as the special guest lent imperial scope to the event.
The keynote of the rhetoric was the scientific achievements of the German nation. The newspapers wrote enthusiastically about the superiority of German national science over the values of the western "cosmopolitan revolution" embodied by France and the United Kingdom. 14 Those were the grim omens of the coming World War I. In due course, they developed into open calls to violence and self-sacrifice for the sake of the state, which in the war years were heard not only from political rostrums, but also from university podiums.
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In honoring Berlin University, the speakers lavished praise on the Emperor and his predecessors. 16 They referred to the "Prussian spirit" just as frequently, recalling that it had inspired people to new achievements following the military setbacks of 1806-1807. 17 One gets a feeling that such contrasting references to the past threatened to cause discord between government and the people, though the speakers went out of the way to prevent that from happening. In his celebratory speech, Professor Max Lenz (1850 Lenz ( -1932 in fact tried to unite the government and the people under the flag of common interests, declaring that the passionate desire of the German people to be united under the House of Hohenzollern had been realized in the nineteenth century. 18 The participants in the jubilee celebrations, including the Emperor, never tired of repeating that the history of Berlin University is inseparable from that of the Fatherland, and science and that higher education must benefit the state. Erziehungs-und Schulgeschichte 20/3 (1910) : 151. The reference was to the defeat of Prussian forces by Napoleon in the battles of Jena-Auerstedt and Friedland during the War of the Fourth Coalition of 1806-1807. Prussia lost its army and much of its territory, including the lands received after the partition of Rzeczpospolita and, as a result, threatened with losing its independence, was forced to sign a humiliating peace agreement with Napoleon.
18 Lenz, Rede, 6. 19 Jahrhundertfeier, 36; Deiters, "Zur Jahrhundertfeier," 209.
The pompous rhetoric periodically referred to scientists and the founders of the university. Humboldt-Univ., 1977). timed to coincide with the anniversary of the birth of King Friedrich Wilhelm III. The history of the creation of these monuments took up the first few minutes of the speech, while the rest was a panegyric not to Wilhelm, but to Alexander, whose achievements, according to Du Bois-Reymond, had long been underestimated. Du Bois-Reymond still described the elder Humboldt as a talented diplomat and scholar, listing the areas of knowledge in which he excelled: aesthetics, philology and antique culture. Wilhelm was also accorded praise for helping to found Berlin University during Prussia's "resurgence" (Neugeburt), though the Prussian monarch was named as the immediate founder of the institution.
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By the end of the nineteenth century, the services of Wilhelm and Alexander to science were hardly ever put into question. The former was known as a diplomat and philologist, while the latter was a famed explorer and a natural scientist. The fact that the brothers were identified with the humanities and natural sciences would probably have pleased many educated Germans, especially members of the academia. From that point of view, Schmidt's allegory can hardly be interpreted as an attempt to exaggerate Humboldt's services to Berlin University. Most probably, it was a traditional figure of speech without any extra meaning that reflected the momentous occasion. The point is that the 1910 celebrations were called upon to sanctify not only Berlin University, but also the German Empire and its ruler. The mention of kings, herzogs, princes and their great contribution to German science were a feature of the majority of university jubilees in the Modern Times, as monarchs and royal princes were often honorary guests at such events. It is not surprising that the scientists and officials who made speeches in 1910 gave credit for the founding of Berlin University to the ruling house of Hohenzollern. In this way, they shored up the illusion of harmony between university and the state and earned the benevolence of the latter. Nobody neglected the names of the Humboldt brothers, Schleiermacher, Fichte and others, but they were overshadowed by the eulogies to the Emperor and his predecessors. 26 On the strength of the above, one has to admit that the jubilee speakers could not have contributed to the birth of the Humboldt myth: their rhetoric 25 Wilhelm von Humboldts gesammelte Schriften: Werke, ed. Albert Leitzmann, vol. 1 (Berlin: Behr's, 1903), 86-96, 255-281, 282-287, 377-410. 26 Jahrhundertfeier, 5-6, 36-42. contained no information about Humboldt's innovative model and/or its introduction to Berlin University.
The Birth of the Humboldt Myth
Having established that the Humboldt myth was not present in the jubilee speeches, we can now Berlin, vol. 1 (Berlin: Reichsdruckerei, 1900), 594-597. 31 Friedrich Paulsen, German Education: Past and Present, trans. T. Lorenz (London: Fisher Unwin, 1908) , 183. 32 Paletschek, "Erfindung, " 186. 33 On these transformations, see James D. Cobb, The Forgotten Reforms: Non-Prussian Universities 1797 -1817 (Madison: University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1980 . ences, and where the principles of free education and research were asserted. 34 Although in 1902,
Paulsen described the opening of Berlin University as one of the most notable achievements of postNapoleon Prussia, he did not refer to it as a turning point in the history of higher education. However, in 1906 he carried that idea to its final conclusion: "The University of Berlin was […] the earliest representative of a new type, the leading idea of its foundation being that the university should be, above all, the workshop of free scientific research. The universities of the eighteenth century had already shown a tendency in that direction, Halle and Göttingen leading the way. But, in their whole constitution, they continued to be, in the first place, mere high schools, teaching being the principal task of the professors, whereas scientific research was expected of them only as a secondary pursuit." 35 We may thus conclude that the Humboldt myth owes its origin not to Spranger, but rather to his teacher, Paulsen, because it was he who enunciated the two main ideas that formed the nucleus of the myth several years before the jubilee celebrations of 1910: (1) lightenment criticism. The new university may have been reminiscent in form of the hangovers of the past it was called upon to replace, but its spirit embodied advanced educational principles: the attitude to the research process as a never-ending search for the truth, freedom of scientific knowledge, the unity of all sciences, and the interconnection between universities and academies within a single system-all that Humboldt wrote about in his note. Spranger described the founding of Berlin University as Humboldt's "greatest act," portraying his hero as a wise and industrious statesman who believed in the spiritual revival of his nation, which was living through a brief period of decline.
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Conclusion
The material analyzed in this article suggests that, contrary to the widely held view, the centenary of Did it occur to Paulsen and Spranger that by linking Humboldt's name to the appearance of the research university they constructed one of the most tenacious myths in the history of science and education? Could this myth have seen the light of day if Humboldt's note had not fallen into the hands of two German scholars who were held in high esteem until the end of the twentieth century?
It was probably because of their authority that the views of Paulsen and Spranger avoided a critical examination for a long time and indeed continued to win new adherents, including such famous names as Karl Jaspers, Helmut Schelsky and Jürgen Habermas. 39 Through the efforts of German scholars, modern science has over the past twenty years made a thorough study of all the twists and turns of the Humboldt myth in the twentieth century. Hopefully, this article will throw more light on the initial stage of that path. Far be it from me to think that studies of the "Humboldt model" will soon peter out. Considering the continuing arguments about the future of the university unfolding with varying degrees of intensity in the United States and the European Union, the chances are that we will have occasion to remember Humboldt and his contribution to higher education again and again.
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